DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

CHATTHA, Harpreet Kaur
Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: The influence of physical activity on driving performance and cognitive functioning in older adults: A randomized controlled trial

COX, Janis
Educational Studies
Policy and Leadership
Dissertation: Can Education be Healing? Adult Women's Motivation for and Experiences with University

HARRISON, Joy Julianne
Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: The Impact of Depression and Antidepressant Pharmacotherapy on Early-stage Visual Functioning in the Magno-, Parvo-, and Koniocellular Pathways

LESLIE, Laurie Elizabeth
Educational Studies
Sociocultural Contexts of Education
Dissertation: Becoming a Literacy Teacher: From Teacher Preparation Through the First Two Years of Literacy Teaching

MCMAHAN, Amanda Hill
Clinical Psychology
Thesis: A Randomized, Controlled Trial of Mindfulness Plus Exposure for Improving Body Image in Women

MASTER OF ARTS

ABUAITA, Elias
Economics

ARTHUR, Kasandra Anne Makela
English
Specialization in Women's Studies

BLACK, Jeffrey
History

BOTTERILL, Dahl
English

BRINKMAN, Jessica Kaitlyn
English

DIACZUK, Douglas Robert John
English
Thesis: Reading Canada Reads
GALLANT, Courtney Leigh
English

GAUDETTE, Melissa
English
Specialization in Women's Studies

HANNA, Ryan
Economics

HOSSAIN, Md Delwar
Economics

IBRAHIM, Tamer
English

JODOIN, Lisa Jeanne
English
Specialization in Women's Studies

KOIRALA, Shivaji
Economics

MULCAHY, James David
English

PLUMMER, Taneka Lacoya
Economics

PRAISLEY, Leslie Lawrence
History
Thesis: "The Urban Mirror" Kabuki's Reflection of Tokugawa Social Trends

PUGH, Jennifer Lee
English
Specialization in Women's Studies

QIAN, Fangyu
Economics

SANDERS, Krista
English

SMITH, Ronnie Roy
History

TONKIN, Alan Peter
English

YU, Christopher Robert
Economics

**MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

CENESIZOGLU, Ozge

HARA, Tript

HULL, Emily Kathleen

LIBLE, David Aleksander

LOURENCO, Ashley Sarah

O’DONNELL, Ryan R

SOLDERA, Brian John

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT**

CARLINO, Rosa

STAFFORD, Elizabeth Gayle

**MASTER OF EDUCATION - Educational Studies**

ABRAHAM, Rawnda Gayle
Specialization in Women's Studies

BAILEY, Karen Eileen

CAPPELLO, Carlo

CHISHOLM, Heather Dorothy

CLARK, Andrew

CZANK, James Mathew

DENOMME, Daniel

GARRETT, Sarah Katerina
Thesis: Reform Mathematics Teaching and How it Helps Students Understand the Concept of Area

GRAY, Melissa Catherine

HAINES, Jeffrey Alan
HIGGINS, Marc R
Thesis: Decolonizing actions that speak louder than words: Science education through multiple lenses in Nunavut

JEROME, Nicole Laura

KIBZEY, Jon Charles

LIOUBIMTSEVA, Ekaterina

LOWER, JoAnne Stashia

MCCAGUE, Emily Marie

MORRIS, Mila

NECKOWAY, Charlotte Julie

PETIQUAN, Stephanie Bidahbun

ROWLANDSON, Natalie Lynne
Thesis: In/visible Families: Exploring the Experiences of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Queer, Trans-identified, and Two-spirited Parents in Northern Ontario School Communities

SALT, Leah Christina

SCARFO, Corinne C

SCHOOLEY, Todd

SCORNAIENCHI, Desiree

SHANNON, Vicki Lynn

TROPEA, Lisa Tonia
Thesis: Meeting the Challenge of Deaf and Hard of Hearing Students Transitioning to Secondary School: Parent and Student Perspectives

TSCHOP, Tamara Kathryn

TYANCE, Rita

WARDEN, Jennifer Leigh

WILLIAMS, Alice Carol
Thesis: Experience and Influence: Student and Parent Perspectives of an Alternative School

WILLIAMS, Christopher Paul
WOJDA, Paul Robert

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES in NATURE-BASED RECREATION and TOURISM

DYCK, Adam
Thesis: Using Vehicular Traffic Count Data to Estimate the Factors Driving Water-based Recreation Use in Northwestern Ontario, Canada

MIHELL, Kimberley Ann
Thesis: The Social Dimensions of Forestry Road Management: A Study of Wawa District Residents

SHEPHERD, David William Reuben
Thesis: Visitors’ Attitudes Towards Wind Farms A Study of the English Lake District National Park

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

AGLIANI, Jasmine
Health Studies

BLANCHETTE, Margaret Ann Claire
Health Studies

BUCHHOLZ, Shawna
Health Studies

COUTURE, Brandy
Health Studies

CRAIG, Sara
Health Studies
Thesis: Treatment Utilization by Problem Gamblers in Northwestern Ontario

FUCHS, Julia M
Health Studies

HOLMES, Wendy Susan
Health Studies

KERR, Heather Jane
Specialization in Nursing

KIRKHAM, Matthew A
Health Studies

LEWIS, Francine
Specialization in Nursing

MACLELLAN, Kristin
Health Studies

MARY, Cheyenne
Specialization in Nursing

MATTHEWS, Marcia
Specialization in Nursing

MCTAVISH, Elspeth
Specialization in Nursing

MILLS, Krista
Health Studies

MORAIS, Chantal
Health Studies

MOUSSEAU, Stephanie
Specialization in Gerontology

PENDERGAST, Noel
Health Studies
Thesis: Smoking Behaviour - a survey of Canadians in Qatar

PITFIELD, Heidi
Health Studies
Thesis: Sensory Materials in Child Care: An Assessment of Illness Risk

RENTON, Sheila
Health Studies
Thesis: Physical Activity Promotion in Sudbury-area Call Centres: Employers' Perspectives

SAINI, Sukhjeet Kaur
Health Studies

SUMBOH, Amos Nzonji
Health Studies

TAYLOR, Denise Michelle
Health Studies

TIGERT WALTERS, Janice
Health Studies
Thesis: Public Health Nurses' Perceptions of Duty during an Influenza Pandemic: A Qualitative Study

VISTORINO, Alex William Vincent
Health Studies

WISEMAN, Jessica Kathleen
Health Studies

YUEN, Dora
Health Studies
Thesis: The Role of Primary Care Physicians in Return to Work after Occupational Injury or Disease: A Systematic Review of Guidelines and Literature

MASTER OF SCIENCE

BOARDMAN, Kimberly
Kinesiology
Thesis: Wizards of Motion: An Evaluation of an Elementary School Cardiovascular Intervention

BOYD, Ceilidh McKenzie
Kinesiology
Thesis: Determining the Predictability of Acute Mountain Sickness using Regression Analysis

ESAU, Neal
Biology
Thesis: Detection of Deoxyribonucleic Acid Damage Induced by Metal Ion Interactions and Repair of Metal Ion Deoxyribonucleic Acid Cross-Links

GERLACH, Keri Ann
Kinesiology
Thesis: The Effect of Breastfeeding on the Neonatal Abstinence Scores of Infants Born to Mothers on a Methadone Maintenance Program: An Epidemiological Study

GODWIN, Amy
Biology
Thesis: Geochemical and Toxicological Investigation of the Hogarth and Caland Pit Lakes, Former Steep Rock Iron Mine Site

LEHTO, Ryan
Biology
Thesis: Assessing in vitro DNA Repair Methods

LEWICKY, Jordan
Chemistry
Thesis: Synthesis of Novel Lipid A Analogs as Potential Ligands for Toll-Like Receptor 4

MA, Lijiang
Computer Science
Co-Operative Option

MACEACHERN, Jody
Biology
Thesis: How Does Environmental Variation Effect Fitness of Density-dependent Habitat Selectors?

MCBRIDE, John
Geology
Thesis: The Petrography and Mineralogy of the C29/30 Candle Lake Kimberlite, Saskatchewan, Canada

MCKEE, Lisa Marie
Biology
Thesis: Factors Influencing Thermal Variability and Fish Distribution in Small Boreal Streams

PIDGEN, Keri
Biology
Thesis: Plant community assembly 15-37 years after clearcutting, clearcutting plus prescribed burning, and wildfire in jack pine (Pinus Banksiana Lamb.) forests of central Canada

RICH, Katy
Physics
Thesis: In vitro detection of apoptosis using superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles and molecular magnetic resonance imaging

RINNE, Marc Lewis
Geology
Thesis: Seafloor Deposit Models, Geochemistry, and Petrology of the Mafic-Ultramafic Hosted Big Lake VMS Occurrence, Marathon, Ontario

SOROKOPUD, Michael
Physics
Thesis: 1H NMR spectral study of UV treated live E. Coli Bacteria

SPALVIERI, Cristina Maria
Biology
Thesis: Understory Species Response to Partial Harvesting in Riparian Boreal Forests

TANG, Fei
Computer Science
Co-Operative Option

TUCK, Patrick Owen Harry
Chemistry
Thesis: Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of Solvatochromic and Photochromic Materials

WENDLAND, Corey James
Geology
Thesis: Diamond Mass-Flow and Traction Current Deposits in a Neoarchean Fan Delta,
Wawa Area, Superior Province

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING**

ABDELRAHMAN, Ayman  
Control Engineering  
Thesis: Optimal Assessment and Feasibility of Integrating Geothermal Heat Pump Technology for Heating the Residential Complex at Musselwhite Mine Site, Northwestern Ontario

CUDOWSKI, Andrzej  
Control Engineering  
Thesis: Design, Simulation and Control of A 12 DOF Biped Robot

ELHASSAN, Ibrahim  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Steady State Analysis of Oscillators

KABIR, Muhammad Ershadul  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Nonlinear Transient Analysis Based on Power Waves and State Variables

LANGEVIN, Shawn P  
Environmental Engineering  
Thesis: Thermophilic and Mesophilic Aerobic Biological Treatment of Wastewater

SHAH, Dhaval  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: A Comparative Study of Min-Sum Based Decoding Algorithms of Low Density Parity Check Codes

SHI, Wei  
Environmental Engineering  
Thesis: Pretreatment and Enzymatic Hydrolysis of Peat and Pine Sawdust for Bio-ethanol Production

TOOMBS, Gregory  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: A DVS-Capable Ultra-Low-Power Subthreshold CMOS Temperature Sensor

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY**

BARTELS, Samuel Fiifi  
Thesis: Influence of Overstory Composition on Understory Vegetation and Resource Environment in the Boreal Forests of Canada

GAUTAM, Shuva Hari  
Thesis: Assessment of Fuel Quality Changes During Storage of Biofibre and its Effect on Cost
HOSEGOOD, Steven Ian  
Thesis: Fuel Characteristics of Northwestern Ontario Tree Species and their Components

KWIA TON, Lucy Esperanza Cawle  
Thesis: Variation in Vessel Diameter and Leaf Area of White Birch (Betula papyrifera)  
Along Moisture Gradients in Canada

PRIDOEHL, Franc  

SAMAYAH, Dave  
Thesis: Nesting Dynamics of the Scarlet Ibis (Eudocimus ruber) in Trinidad, West Indies

VINCENT, Douglas  
Thesis: A Comparison of Beaver Foraging Behaviour in Two National Parks

**MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK**

CORNER, April Robyn

KAMENAWATAMIN, Eric Job

KRASNICHUK, Michele Jamie Ann

MACARTHUR, Wanda Rose

MCMAHON, James Joshua

MINTHORN, Heather Ann

MORRISON, Sarah Therese

**GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN HEALTH SERVICES & POLICY RESEARCH**

ROBERTS, Lynda Jane